Effect of strength and proprioception training on eversion to inversion strength ratios in subjects with unilateral functional ankle instability
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Objectives: To examine the effect of six weeks of strength and proprioception training on eversion to inversion isokinetic strength ratios (E/I ratios) in subjects with unilateral functional ankle instability.

Methods: Thirty eight subjects were randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups: strength training (S); proprioception training (P); strength + proprioception training (B); control (C). Isokinetic strength was tested before and after training using a Kin Com 125 automatic positioning isokinetic dynamometer. Subtalar joint eversion and inversion motions were tested both concentrically and eccentrically through a range of motion involving 40°. All peak torque and average torque values were normalised for body mass. E/I ratios were calculated from average torque and peak torque measures by taking the concentric eversion value and combining it with the eccentric inversion value. Data were analysed using a mixed model analysis of variance with repeated measures on the test factor. Average torque and peak torque E/I ratios at 30 and 120°/s were analysed separately.

Results: There were no significant differences in average torque and peak torque E/I ratios of the functionally unstable ankle for any of the groups after training compared with before.

Conclusions: Six weeks of strength and proprioception training (either alone or combined) had no effect on isokinetic measures of strength in subjects with self reported unilateral functional instability. Further studies examining this agonist (concentric) to antagonist (eccentric) muscle group strength ratio are needed.

The high incidence of ankle sprain in athletes means that much time and energy are spent on treatment and rehabilitation. In cutting and jumping sports such as volleyball, football, soccer, and basketball, lateral ankle sprains are one of the most common injuries.1–2 Even more alarming is that after an initial ankle sprain, the athlete is more susceptible to long term disability and degeneration.3–4 Freeman first coined the term “functional ankle instability” (FAI) indicating that it was the subjective feeling of “giving way” after repeated episodes of ankle sprain. Tropp later refined the term, indicating that it was joint motion beyond voluntary control, but not exceeding physiological range of motion. The pathogenesis of FAI is thought to involve mechanical, muscular, and sensorimotor deficiencies.5 Bosein and colleagues6 were the first to report that peroneal muscle weakness was the most significant factor contributing to recurrent ankle sprains. Since then there has been a plethora of reports examining strength deficits in those with FAI, with some supporting muscle weakness as a cause7–9 and others refuting this.10–12 Despite contradictory findings, peroneal strengthening has been advocated for many years in the rehabilitation of both acute and chronic ankle sprains.13–14 Co-activation of antagonist muscle groups has been identified as an important factor influencing dynamic joint stability.15–16 Traditionally, the strength ratios between these muscle groups have received considerable attention from clinicians during preseason examinations and in monitoring rehabilitation progress. With the advent of active isokinetic dynamometers, clinicians are now able to assess both concentric and eccentric muscle actions, which enables examination of the reciprocal muscle group ratios. In other words, these isokinetic dynamometers allow the examination of the co-activation of agonist and antagonist muscle groups at a specific joint. Hole et al17 and Aagaard et al18 reported the use of agonist to antagonist muscle group ratios for the quadriceps and hamstring muscles. Aagaard et al19 argue that providing strength information on the nature of the agonist and antagonist muscle group relation will create a more complete/clearer picture of the true dynamic nature of the muscles’ function. However, few studies have examined reciprocal muscle group ratios in the ankle joint,20–22 and fewer yet have examined the “dynamic strength control” ratios incorporating both concentric and eccentric muscle actions.23–25 Interestingly, muscle group ratios in the shoulder (abductor/adductor and external rotator/external rotator) and knee (hamstring/quadriceps) have been used for many years to evaluate rehabilitation progress. It was only recently that we began to express similar muscle group ratios in the ankle. Perhaps in the near future, ankle joint strength ratios will be used, much like those in both the shoulder and knee joints, to detect muscle imbalances in an attempt to prevent injury.

Although the effects of proprioception training (coordination, ankle disk training, postural control) in those with and without FAI have been investigated,26–27 few studies have examined the effects of strength training alone28 or combined with proprioception training.29 These studies examined a variety of both strength and proprioception measurements including static and dynamic balance (sway), along with isometric and isokinetic strength. In the study of Black- burn et al.,30 subjects were assigned to one of four treatment groups: control, strength training, proprioception training, and combined strength and proprioception training. The effects of training on measures of balance and not strength were investigated. Conversely, Docherty et al.31 examined the effects of six weeks of ankle strength training on measures of joint position sense and strength development.
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Part I: Functional Ankle Instability Questionnaire

1. Concerning your reported ankle instability, does this injury involve only one ankle? Y N
   If yes, did the initial episode involve your ankle “rolling inward”? Y N
   If no, do not continue to fill out this questionnaire.

2. Which ankle suffers the instability? R L

3. Did the initial injury to your ankle require casts, immobilization, or both, or any form (cast, brace, slab)? Y N

4. Have you had any fractures/breaks in either of your ankles? Y N

5. Is the injured/instable ankle functionally weaker, more painful, “slower,” and less functional than your uninjured ankle? Y N

6. Do you ever have episodes of your ankle “giving way” or “rolling over” during daily activity (athletic or otherwise)? Y N

7. Do you attribute your current instability to past injuries to the affected ankle? Y N

8. Have you had an episode of injury (“your ankle was hurt” “you were in great pain”) to the affected ankle within the last 3 months? Y N

9. Have you been walking around unaided without a “limp” for at least the past 3 months? Y N

10. Are you currently involved in a formal rehabilitation program for the affected ankle? Y N

   If you answered yes, please describe here.

11. Can you describe any symptoms of your ankle “giving way”?

   Part II: Clinical Examination of Ankle Stability

   Is there swelling present? Y N
   Is there ecchymosis present? Y N
   Anterior Drawer Test
     Right ankle
       - -
       (left ankle)
   Talar Tilt Test
     Right ankle
       + -
       (left ankle)
   Cleared for participation in the study? Y N

Signature

*To qualify as functional ankle instability, questions 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 9 should be answered “yes.” Questions 4, 8, and 10 should be answered “no,” and no clinical signs of mechanical instability can be present.

Figure 1 Questionnaire to determine if subjects met the criteria for functional ankle instability (FAI). Reproduced with permission from Hubbard TJ, Kaminski TW. Kinesthesia is not affected by functional ankle instability status. Journal of Athletic Training 2002;37:481–6.

Therefore, using a pretest-post-test randomised group design, we examined the effect of six weeks of strength and proprioception training on eversion to inversion isokinetic strength ratios (E/I ratios) in subjects with unilateral FAI. We hypothesised that subjects participating in a combined programme of strength and proprioception training would show greater improvement in E/I ratios than any of the other groups.

METHODOLOGY

Subjects

Thirty-eight subjects (22 men, 16 women; mean (SD) age 21.6 (2.9) years, height 174.1 (9.8) cm, weight 78.2 (16.6) kg) who met our stringent FAI criteria agreed to participate in the study. They were physically active and able to maintain their activity level regardless of their FAI status. Before participation, they signed an informed consent agreement that had been approved by the university’s institutional review board. All subjects were examined by the same clinician (BB) and found to have no mechanical instability before participating.

For the study, they were physically active and able to maintain their activity level regardless of their FAI status. Before participation, they signed an informed consent agreement that had been approved by the university’s institutional review board. All subjects were examined by the same clinician (BB) and found to have no mechanical instability before participating.

To qualify as having FAI, the subject had to meet the criteria outlined in our questionnaire (fig 1).

Subjects who qualified for participation were randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups: strength training (S); proprioception training (P); strength + proprioception training (B); control (C). The S group participated in six weeks of plantar flexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, and evasion strength training using Thera-Band (Hygenic Corporation, Akron, Ohio, USA) elastically bands. The P group participated in six weeks of proprioception training which involved “T-band kicks.” The B group performed a combination of both training protocols, and the C group refrained from any formal ankle training.

Strength and proprioception training protocols

The strength and proprioception training protocols were based on common clinical practice and experiences. Each protocol involved the application of ordinary strength and proprioception rehabilitation techniques. All three training groups exercised three times a week for six weeks. The time spent in each session varied according to the group. All subjects trained using their affected ankle only. Each training session was supervised by one of the members of the research team throughout the six week training period. Using a set/repetition protocol similar to that described by Docherty et al, each subject performed 10 repetitions per set.

The P group trained using a progressive resistance protocol using Thera-Band elastically bands. Subjects progressed weekly in sets and/or resistance throughout the training period (table 1). The strength training session was performed with the subject seated on the floor with the knee extended. The Thera-Bands were doubled and attached to a hook on the wall. The looped end was secured to the foot while the subject performed the plantar flexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion motions. Subjects were instructed to concentrate on performing only the movements at the ankle joint and not add any extraneous movements from either the knee or hip joints. The training resistance was determined by calculating 70% of the resting length of the doubled Thera-Band. This distance was then added to the resting length of the band, and a mark was placed on the floor to which the Thera-Band had to be stretched for the subject to perform the exercise routine (fig 2).

Regardless of the colour (resistance) of the band, all strength training exercises were performed with the bands elongated to 70%. This protocol was designed to ensure that all subjects trained with a consistent and progressive amount of resistive force. All subjects progressed uniformly throughout the six week training period. Using a set/repetition protocol similar to that described by Docherty et al, each subject performed 10 repetitions per set.

The P group trained using a progressive resistance protocol using Thera-Band elastically bands. Subjects progressed weekly in sets and/or resistance throughout the training period (table 1). The strength training session was performed with the subject seated on the floor with the knee extended. The Thera-Bands were doubled and attached to a hook on the wall. The looped end was secured to the foot while the subject performed the plantar flexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion motions. Subjects were instructed to concentrate on performing only the movements at the ankle joint and not add any extraneous movements from either the knee or hip joints. The training resistance was determined by calculating 70% of the resting length of the doubled Thera-Band. This distance was then added to the resting length of the band, and a mark was placed on the floor to which the Thera-Band had to be stretched for the subject to perform the exercise routine (fig 2).

Regardless of the colour (resistance) of the band, all strength training exercises were performed with the bands elongated to 70%. This protocol was designed to ensure that all subjects trained with a consistent and progressive amount of resistive force. All subjects progressed uniformly throughout the six week training period. Using a set/repetition protocol similar to that described by Docherty et al, each subject performed 10 repetitions per set.

The P group trained using a progressive resistance protocol using Thera-Band elastically bands. Subjects progressed weekly in sets and/or resistance throughout the training period (table 1). The strength training session was performed with the subject seated on the floor with the knee extended. The Thera-Bands were doubled and attached to a hook on the wall. The looped end was secured to the foot while the subject performed the plantar flexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion motions. Subjects were instructed to concentrate on performing only the movements at the ankle joint and not add any extraneous movements from either the knee or hip joints. The training resistance was determined by calculating 70% of the resting length of the doubled Thera-Band. This distance was then added to the resting length of the band, and a mark was placed on the floor to which the Thera-Band had to be stretched for the subject to perform the exercise routine (fig 2).

Regardless of the colour (resistance) of the band, all strength training exercises were performed with the bands elongated to 70%. This protocol was designed to ensure that all subjects trained with a consistent and progressive amount of resistive force. All subjects progressed uniformly throughout the six week training period. Using a set/repetition protocol similar to that described by Docherty et al, each subject performed 10 repetitions per set.

The P group trained using a progressive resistance protocol using Thera-Band elastically bands. Subjects progressed weekly in sets and/or resistance throughout the training period (table 1). The strength training session was performed with the subject seated on the floor with the knee extended. The Thera-Bands were doubled and attached to a hook on the wall. The looped end was secured to the foot while the subject performed the plantar flexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion motions. Subjects were instructed to concentrate on performing only the movements at the ankle joint and not add any extraneous movements from either the knee or hip joints. The training resistance was determined by calculating 70% of the resting length of the doubled Thera-Band. This distance was then added to the resting length of the band, and a mark was placed on the floor to which the Thera-Band had to be stretched for the subject to perform the exercise routine (fig 2).

Regardless of the colour (resistance) of the band, all strength training exercises were performed with the bands elongated to 70%. This protocol was designed to ensure that all subjects trained with a consistent and progressive amount of resistive force. All subjects progressed uniformly throughout the six week training period. Using a set/repetition protocol similar to that described by Docherty et al, each subject performed 10 repetitions per set.

The P group trained using a progressive resistance protocol using Thera-Band elastically bands. Subjects progressed weekly in sets and/or resistance throughout the training period (table 1). The strength training session was performed with the subject seated on the floor with the knee extended. The Thera-Bands were doubled and attached to a hook on the wall. The looped end was secured to the foot while the subject performed the plantar flexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion motions. Subjects were instructed to concentrate on performing only the movements at the ankle joint and not add any extraneous movements from either the knee or hip joints. The training resistance was determined by calculating 70% of the resting length of the doubled Thera-Band. This distance was then added to the resting length of the band, and a mark was placed on the floor to which the Thera-Band had to be stretched for the subject to perform the exercise routine (fig 2).

Regardless of the colour (resistance) of the band, all strength training exercises were performed with the bands elongated to 70%. This protocol was designed to ensure that all subjects trained with a consistent and progressive amount of resistive force. All subjects progressed uniformly throughout the six week training period. Using a set/repetition protocol similar to that described by Docherty et al, each subject performed 10 repetitions per set.
repetitions were increased by 10 if progression was necessary.

Subjects in the B group performed the above exercise protocols in conjunction with one another. As expected this training session required more time to complete the entire routine. The order of training (strength or proprioception) was randomised at each session. Subjects in the C group did not participate in any training.

**Strength assessment**

Isokinetic strength was assessed before and after the six week training period. The Kin Com 125 automatic positioning isokinetic dynamometer (Chattanooga Group, Hixson, Tennessee, USA) was used to assess peak and average torque for the motions of subtalar joint eversion and inversion. Kin Com dynamometers allow precise and reliable measurement and storage of data from isokinetic, isotonic, and isometric muscular actions. In an earlier study, we examined the reliability of isokinetic strength measurements from the Kin Com and calculated intraclass correlation coefficients ranging from 0.69 to 0.91. The ankle motions were tested with the subject seated on the dynamometer chair. All tests were performed with the subjects wearing shoes. The subjects were stabilised in the chair according to the manufacturer’s guidelines, with straps securing the chest and waist. The isokinetic dynamometer was moved to the appropriate position and height for ankle strength testing using the automatic positioning function of the dynamometer. The universal stabiliser was used to position and hold the lower leg and to help to prevent any unwanted muscle substitution. The foot was securelyfastened into the ankle inversion/eversion footplate attachment using Velcro closures. The start and stop angles for eversion to inversion motion were set at 15° and 25° respectively, and the inversion to eversion angles were set at 25° and 15° respectively. We chose these range of motion stops so that the test protocol was standardised for all subjects. More importantly, when the overlay procedure on the Kin Com dynamometer was used, these stops enabled the subject to generate enough force to initiate movement of the dynamometer lever arm in the opposite direction (eccentric phase), even when the force limits were set to a minimum. This procedure allowed all subjects to comfortably perform the required motion within a 40° range.

Isokinetic tests were performed at 30 and 120°/s on both ankles; however, only data from the involved ankle were used in the statistical analyses. To become familiar with the isokinetic exercise concept, especially the eccentric mode, each subject was allowed three submaximal (50% capacity) warm up repetitions at each velocity. A two minute rest was provided at the end of the practice session. The order of test velocity (30°/s or 120°/s) and ankle motion (eversion or inversion) was randomised using a flip of the coin to minimise any potential
learning effects. Three maximal eccentric and concentric test repetitions were completed through the 40° range of motion at both test velocities. With the overlay (interrupted) sequence protocol of the Kin Com software package, each of these repetitions was completed individually with a 15 second pause between repetitions. Subjects were instructed to provide maximal effort throughout the entire repetition and were given both verbal and visual feedback and encouragement. Repetitions were repeated if the torque curve did not closely match the previous attempt. This was to ensure that the subject was exerting maximal effort with each test repetition. A one minute rest period was given between tests of each motion, velocity, and side. At the conclusion of testing, peak and average torque data were extracted from the torque curves and used in the conversion to E/I ratios. The E/I ratios were then derived by taking the concentric eversion value and dividing it by the eccentric inversion value for either peak torque or average torque on each ankle (FAI uninjured). This ratio expresses the viewpoint of the evertors acting concentrically to counteract the violent inversion mechanism in an open kinetic chain, and/or the invertors acting eccentrically to slow the lateral displacement of the tibia in a closed kinetic chain. These E/I ratios were then subjected to statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis
The independent variables included test (before and after) and group status (S, P, B, and C). The four dependent variables included peak torque E/I ratio data at 30 and 120°/s and average torque E/I ratio data at 30 and 120°/s from the involved ankles. A 2 × 4 mixed model analysis of variance with repeated measures on the test factor was used to determine if differences in involved (FAI uninjured) ankles existed between measurements before and after training for peak torque and average torque E/I ratios. Separate analyses were conducted on each of the four dependent variables. The between subject factor was group status, and the within subject factor included test. SPSS 9.0.0 for Windows (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA) was used for statistical analysis. An α level of p < 0.05 was set a priori for all analyses.

RESULTS
Average torque E/I ratios ranged from 0.46 to 2.54, and peak torque E/I ratios from 0.35 to 2.38. Table 2 gives E/I ratios for both average torque and peak torque before and after training.

Analysis of variance for the average torque E/I ratio (30 and 120°/s) did not detect any significant differences after the training for any of the four groups. The test by group F statistic for the ratios at 30°/s was $F_{(3,34)} = 1.544$, $p = 0.221$; at 120°/s, $F_{(3,34)} = 1.237$, $p = 0.311$. In addition, there were no significant main effects for either of the group factors at 30°/s ($F_{(3,34)} = 0.098$, $p = 0.961$) and 120°/s ($F_{(3,34)} = 1.434$, $p = 0.250$) or test factors at 30°/s ($F_{(1,34)} = 0.008$, $p = 0.929$) and 120°/s ($F_{(1,34)} = 3.003$, $p = 0.092$).

A post hoc power and effect size analysis was performed after the indication of "non-significant" findings. This is best illustrated when the effect sizes for the differences between the values before and after training at 30 and 120°/s were compared for each of the four groups (table 2). The effect sizes ranged from 0.07 to 0.59 for average torque and 0.12 to 0.62 for peak torque. Interestingly, half of the effect size values in both data sets fell below 0.30 (low levels), and the other half fell between 0.35 and 0.65 (moderate levels). The highest effect sizes were found when comparing the E/I ratios before and after training in the B group. It should be borne in mind that the smaller the effect size, the smaller the magnitude of difference between the conditions. Using these effect sizes, we performed a post hoc power calculation based on 10 subjects per group and recognised a power of 0.16 for both the average and peak torque data sets.

DISCUSSION
Contrary to what we had hypothesised, there were no significant differences in average torque and peak torque strength ratios in any of the groups. It appears that six weeks of controlled and supervised strength and proprioception training does not significantly affect measures of strength in a group of subjects with self reported unilateral FAI. Perhaps the training regimens used varied so much from the way in which strength was isokinetically measured that, even if differences did exist, the method of testing may not have been specific enough to detect them.

The lack of improvement in isokinetic strength, especially in the S group, may be best understood from a mode specificity standpoint. All subjects were tested for eversion and inversion strength while seated on an isokinetic dynamometer, yet the strength training protocol required our subjects to be seated on the floor and involved isotonic strength training exercises. These differences in both training and testing position, as well as type of strength training, may have led to the lack of significant changes in the E/I ratios in the S group after the six week training period. The issue of mode specificity is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>E/I ratios for average torque and peak torque before and after training on the functionally unstable ankle at two different velocities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30°/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average torque</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>0.95 (0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proprioception</td>
<td>1.17 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength + proprioception</td>
<td>0.99 (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1.14 (0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak torque</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>0.94 (0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proprioception</td>
<td>1.10 (0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength + proprioception</td>
<td>0.99 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1.10 (0.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean (SD). E/I ratio, eversion to inversion isokinetic strength ratio.
documented in the literature. To prove this point further, in contrast with our study, a recent study by Uh et al. showed significant improvements in isokinetic peak torque measurements in healthy ankles strength trained for eight weeks using a Cybex dynamometer. That study can be used to confirm the effectiveness of strength training on the same device used for strength test measurements before and after the training. Perhaps we would have detected similar changes if our subjects had trained on the Kin Com dynamometer.

Furthermore, we theorise that the Thera-Band strength training regimen used in our study was not rigorous enough and may not have provided an intense enough resistive stimulus to bring about significant improvements in the isokinetic E/I ratios. One of the greatest difficulties that we encountered in the development of the Thera-Band strength and proprioception training protocols was the lack of objective evidence that supports their use in previous studies. Baker et al. examined the effects of a six week T-band kicks training protocol on postural sway. Their protocol consisted of performing the kicks with the eyes open and progressing to eyes closed, with repetitions ranging from 30 to 50. They concluded that the resistive tubing kicks did not significantly improve postural sway and suggested that a greater intensity of training may be necessary. We would also add that, because we only trained our subjects three times a week for a total of six weeks, the protocol itself may not have been strenuous enough to bring about a strength change adaptation, especially in a physically active population with FAI.

Interestingly, Docherty and colleagues reported improvements in eversion and dorsiflexion strength after six weeks of progressive resistance strength training using a protocol similar to ours. They used 20 subjects with a history of unilateral FAI. Their subjects also showed improvements in joint position sense measures, a finding the researchers attributed to enhancements in muscle spindle activity. One criticism we have of this report is that the inclusion criteria for functional instability were rather vague, especially with regard to the term “giving way”. Moreover, they used a hand held dynamometer to test isometric strength, whereas we used an isokinetic dynamometer. Although their methods were valid and reliable, a strength measurement at one point in the range of motion does not provide as accurate an assessment of strength as measurement of strength throughout a defined range of motion.

In sharp contrast with the findings of Docherty et al., Holme and associates suggested that, six weeks after an ankle injury, subjects controlled a side to side deficit in isometric ankle strength and postural control. Several differences between the studies should be noted. Firstly all 92 subjects in this study had suffered acute lateral ankle sprains and had no history of FAI. Perhaps had they used subjects with FAI, the results after six weeks of training would have been similar to ours. They speculate that pain and inhibition may have played a role during the strength measurements at an early stage after injury. They were not able to pinpoint whether the decline in strength performance was attributable to a reduction in muscular activity or muscle atrophy associated with disuse. In addition, the standardised rehabilitation programme consisted of a different set of exercises including balancing on both legs, figure of eight running, standing on a balance board while catching a ball, and standing on the inside and outside of their feet with eyes open and closed. This exercise routine is quite different from the resistance band routine used in our study. They too used isometric measurements of strength instead of isokinetic dynamometry, again assessing strength at only one point in the ankle range of motion.

On close examination of our power analysis, the results are not surprising especially as we had small f values and effect sizes, with high p values. It would be useful to have a better understanding of what a “clinically significant” difference between strength ratios is. The differences used to determine these effect sizes are our actual, observed differences, yet until more research is performed using these ratios, a “clinically significant” difference from which to make comparisons and the appropriate effect size calculation will remain elusive.

Previous studies have shown improvements in postural stability after six to eight week periods of ankle propioception training (ankle disk and balance activities), but our study was unable to show improvements in strength as a crossover effect from proprioception training either alone or combined with strength training. Sheth et al showed that ankle disk training influenced reaction times of selected muscles during a simulated ankle sprain. However, the subjects were uninjured and free from any functional instability. Further study is needed to determine if such changes would be evident in a population with FAI.

Conclusions
As the use of elasticated bands in the rehabilitation of ankle sprains becomes more widespread, we are optimistic that there will be more objective evidence available to support their implementation, especially in strength training studies of the ankle. Researchers have examined the Thera-Band resistive tubing and its material properties in order to quantify the amount of force that is applied with a given colour and length. This will allow therapists and clinicians to objectively develop a strength and proprioception training protocol. Further research is needed to examine the intensity of training and offer guidelines on how strenuous the training exercises must be to bring about changes in strength.

Equally important from a research perspective is the concept of mode specificity. Researchers examining the area of FAI need to recognise that when subjects are trained using a specific protocol, a strength testing protocol needs to be developed that closely matches that protocol. Special considerations should be given to positioning and mode of exercise.
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